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ABSTRACT 

 

Lane changing modeling is one of the traffic behaviors that has a crucial role in transportation 

studies especially in traffic management policies and traffic safety. Therefore, modeling a more 

accurate lane changing behavior is crucial and make the outcomes of traffic simulations more 

reliable. Previously, models have failed to consider some important elements broader traffic 

characteristics such as lane density. This study seeks to investigate more realistic lane changing 

behavior modeling. 

 

The lane changing behavior consist of vehicles’ interactions which need to be considered in lane 

changing modeling. The goal of this paper is to model lane changing behavior with game theory 

that investigates the effects of lag and target vehicles and also considering the broader traffic 

condition. The outcome of this paper may improve the existing lane changing behavior modeling 

and as a result improve traffic simulation outcomes. 

 

Keywords: Game Theory, Mandatory Lane Changing, Discretionary Lane Changing 

 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

 

Recently, extensive studies have sought to model driving behaviors. Lane changing represents one 

of the most challenging driving behaviors to model. Figure 1 organizes the different lane changing 

models that have been investigated in the past decades; based on these modeling approaches, lane 

changing behavior consists of some interactive actions. A driver decides to change lanes based on 

the other drivers’ positions and behaviors. The lane changing process does not just depend on only 

the target vehicle (the one attempts to change lane), but it also depends on behavior of the vehicles 

in the target lane (Target vehicle destination). The lane changing models can even be more 

complex when broader traffic conditions such as lane density is considered [1], [2]. 
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Figure 1- “Classification of lane changing models” [3] 

 

 
 

Since the lane changing maneuver has a noticeable role in causing congestion and collisions, 

accurate modelling of this behavior has a crucial role in designing traffic simulation tools. 

Although significant effort has been made for developing lane changing models during last 

decades, most of them do not consider the important parameters such as geometry, weather 

condition, and broader traffic flow [3]. Therefor Investigating and developing a more conclusive 

lane changing model that embraces those parameters seems to be a meaningful contribution.  

 

Modelling rational traffic behavior requires considering other the drivers’ sets of actions or even 

more, predicting those actions. Taking other parties’ actions and choices into one’s decision 

making process is the pillar of game theory.  Game theory is an appropriate method to understand, 

analyze and model the sequence of decision making [4]–[6].Some traffic behaviors contain several 

traffic participants’ decision-making. One of these behaviors is lane changing where some 

conflicts between drivers may occur. In order to apply game theory to study lane changing 

behavior, type of game, number of players, set of actions for each player and their payoff functions 

should be specified [7].  

 

Therefore, in this paper modeling Mandatory and discretionary lane changing behaviors with two 

players (Target vehicle; the one attempts to change lane and Lag vehicle; the one which is behind 
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the target vehicle after lane changing completed) using game theoretical approach is investigated. 

In this study, merging to the freeway is considered as mandatory lane changing (MLC) and the 

rest of lane changings for obtaining more desirable situation is considered as discretionary lane 

changing (DLC) behaviors. The current lane is where target vehicle begins executing lane 

changing and the target lane is where target vehicle will finish lane changing process. The main 

purpose of this research is to propose a lane changing behavior modeling by introducing and 

applying more realistic conditions to lane changing scenarios. The aforementioned modeling is 

conducted with the Game theoretical methodology approach which includes structuring the game 

and different techniques for finding the best actions of the game. 

 

The remaining part of this manuscript consists of, the game theory model, formulating payoff 

functions and conclusion. 

 

Modeling Lane Changing Behavior Using Game Theory 

 

In this research, discretionary lane changing (DLC) and mandatory lane changing (MLC) 

behaviors in freeway area are modeled in one framework with game theoretical approach. This 

traffic behavior is modeled using complete, static, non-cooperative, strategic game. As discussed 

earlier, lane density is an important factor in modeling lane changing behavior, so this element 

which represents level of congestion is considered in the developed model. Figures 2 to 5 show 

the typical discretionary and mandatory lane changing process in uncongested and congested 

traffic situations. 

  

Figure 2: Discretionary lane changing process in uncongested traffic situation 

 
 

Figure 3: Discretionary lane changing process in congested traffic situation 
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Figure 4: Mandatory lane changing process in uncongested traffic situation 

 
 

Figure 5: Mandatory lane changing process in congested traffic situation 

 
Based on figure 2 to 5, MLC is considered as merging to freeway and DLC is all other lane 

changing situations. In this paper, these behaviors are modeled in one frame work with considering 

the traffic congestion as well as MLC and DLC as completely different lane changing scenarios. 

The lane density consideration of current lane and target lane are about drivers’ evaluating of 

traffic congestion in downstream of these lanes. This game consists of two players: Target vehicle 

and Lag vehicle. Target vehicle can have two actions: 

 

- Change lane. 

- Do not change lane and wait for another acceptable gap. 

 

Lag vehicle has also three actions which are: 

 

- Accelerate in order to close the gap and not allow target vehicle to enter target lane. 

- Decelerate in order to cooperate with target vehicle. 

- Keep current speed. 

 

They also could have more actions. For instance, lag vehicle can also choose to change lane as an 

action, but most common actions tried to be considered for both players. Table 1 and 2 show the 

structure of game. Table 1 represents mandatory lane changing (MLC) and Table 2 demonstrates 

discretionary lane changing (DLC) process. Qij and Rij indicated the payoffs of target vehicle in 
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MLC and DLC situations respectively. Mij and Dij also represent the payoffs of lag vehicle in MLC 

and DLC process respectively. They are shown separately since target vehicle has different payoff 

functions in MLC and DLC conditions.  

 

Table 1: Mandatory Lane changing behaviors game structure 

 

 

 Target Vehicle 

Actions Change lane (T1) Do not change lane (T2) 

L
ag

 v
eh

icle 

Accelerate (L1) (Q11, M11) (Q12, M12) 

Decelerate (L2) (Q21, M21) (Q22, M22) 

Keep Current Speed (L3) (Q31, M31) (Q32, M32) 

 

 

Table 2: Discretionary Lane changing behaviors game structure 

 

 

 Target Vehicle 

Actions Change lane (T1) Do not change lane (T2) 

L
ag

 v
eh

icle 

Accelerate (L1) (R11, D11) (R12, D12) 

Decelerate (L2) (R21, D21) (R22, D22) 

Keep Current Speed (L3) (R31, D31) (R32, D32) 

 

In this study, the game structure is inspired by [4] study but with considering more realistic 

condition for MLC as well as considering traffic congestion in the model. The payoff functions of 

MLC and DLC are also different in the proposed model which propose a more advanced lane 

changing model. Here, state of nature is considered for designing the game problem. The 

probability of target vehicle faces mandatory lane changing is considered as (p) and (1-p) is the 

probability of target vehicle faces discretionary lane changing. Target vehicle is assumed to be 

aware of nature but lag vehicle is not. After observing nature situation, target vehicle decides to 

either change lane (T1) or wait for another acceptable gap (T2). Lag vehicle also makes a decision 

to accelerate (L1), decelerate (L2) or keep its current speed (L3). Figure 6 shows the extensive form 

of proposed game. Based on [8], the extensive form of the game is converted to a normal form of 

the game which is represented in Table 3. Overall in this study, the authors considered one shot 

game for modeling mandatory and discretionary lane changing behaviors. 
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Figure 6: Lane changing game structure in extensive format 

 

 
 

Table 3: Lane changing game in normal format 

Action Target Vehicle 

Lag Vehicle T1 T2 T3 T4 

L1 ( Accelerate) 
(pQ11+(1-p)R11, 

pM11+(1-p)D11) 

(pQ11+(1-p)R12, 

pM11+(1-p)D12) 

(pQ12+(1-p)R11, 

pM12+(1-p)D11) 

(pQ12+(1-p)R12, 

pM12+(1-p)D12) 

L2 (Decelerate) 
(pQ21+(1-p)R21, 

pM21+(1-p)D21) 

(pQ21+(1-p)R22, 

pM21+(1-p)D22) 

(pQ22+(1-p)R21, 

pM22+(1-p)D21) 

(pQ22+(1-p)R22, 

pM22+(1-p)D22) 

L3 (Keep current speed) 
(pQ31+(1-p)R31, 

pM21+(1-p)D21) 

(pQ31+(1-p)R32, 

pM31+(1-p)D32) 

(pQ32+(1-p)R31, 

pM32+(1-p)D31) 

(pQ32+(1-p)R32, 

pM32+(1-p)D32) 

 

PAYOFF FUNCTIONS 

 

In this study, payoff functions are formulated based on different interests of each player and 

considering MLC and DLC situations. Both players try to consider safety constraints.  
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Additionally, target vehicle tries to minimize the time spent in current lane in MLC situation as 

well as gaining speed in after discretionary lane changing maneuver. As indicated in previous 

sections, lane density matters in discretionary lane changing process, so even if target vehicle can 

increase its speed in a very short time but congestion happens downstream then they might not be 

executing lane changing. Therefore, target vehicle evaluates the lane density difference between 

current lane and adjacent lane.  

 

Lag vehicle has three strategies which are: Accelerating, decelerating and keeping current speed. 

The goal of lag vehicle is to try to minimize speed variation subject to safety constraints in both 

MLC and DLC situations. 

 

Payoff function of Target vehicle in Discretionary Lane Changing Situation  

   
In the discretionary lane changing process, target vehicle has two actions. When this player 

attempts to change lane and lag vehicle accelerate or decelerate, the acceleration of target vehicle 

for lane changing execution and the acceleration of lag vehicle for avoiding collision are evaluated. 

Target vehicle also checks the difference of speed and lane density between its current lane and 

the target lane. When lag vehicle keeps its current speed, the target vehicle checks all variables 

mentioned above except acceleration of lag vehicle which is 0. The other action of target vehicle 

is not to change lane. In this situation and when lag vehicle is accelerating or decelerating, the 

target vehicle evaluates the acceleration of lag vehicle for avoiding collision, the difference of 

speed and lane density between its current lane and the target lane, and also the waiting time of 

target vehicle that spends in the current lane to find another acceptable gap. However, when lag 

vehicle keeps its current speed, target vehicle checks all variables above except acceleration of lag 

vehicle which is 0. Below is the payoff function formulation for target vehicle: 

 

R11= α1+ α2At+ α3Al+ α4∆V+ α5∆K+ µ1 

R21= α6+ α7At+ α8Al+ α9∆V+ α10∆K+ µ2 

R31= α11+ α12At+ α13∆V+ α14∆K+ µ3 

R12= α15+ α16Al+ α17∆K+ α18∆V+ α19tw+ µ4 

R22= α20 + α21Al +α22∆K+ α23∆V+ α24tw+ µ5 

R32= α25 + α26∆K+ α27∆V+ α28tw+ µ6 

(1) 

 

Where: 

 

     Rij= Payoff of Target Vehicle in DLC situation 

     At= Acceleration of target vehicle during lane changing process (m/s2) 

     Al= Acceleration of lag vehicle to avoid collision (m/s2) 

     ∆V= Speed difference of current lane (initial lane of target vehicle) and target lane in (m/s) 

    ∆K= Lane density difference of current lane and target lane (veh/mile)   

     tw= Waiting time of target vehicle to find another acceptable gap (s) 

     αi= Parameters to be predicted by model calibration 

     µi= Term for finding unobserved variables 
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Payoff function of Target vehicle in Mandatory Lane Changing Situation  

  
In mandatory lane changing situation, when target vehicle changes lane and lag vehicle accelerates 

or decelerates, target vehicle checks itself and lag vehicle’s accelerations. However, when lag 

vehicle keeps its current speed, target vehicle evaluates just its acceleration. In a case of not 

changing lane, when target vehicle changes lane and lag vehicle accelerates or decelerates, target 

vehicle checks lag vehicle’s acceleration as well as waiting time in current lane for another 

acceptable gap. However, when lag vehicle keeps its current speed, target vehicle just evaluates 

the waiting time in the current lane for another acceptable gap. Below is the formulation of payoff 

functions for target vehicle in MLC situation. Qij is the payoff of target vehicle in MLC situation. 

All other variables were explained earlier. 

 

Q11= α29+ α30At+ α31Al+ µ7 

Q21= α32+ α33At+ α34Al+ µ8 

Q31= α35+ α36At+ µ9 

Q12= α37+ α38Al+ α39tw+ µ10 

Q22= α40 + α41Al +α42tw+ µ11 

Q32= α43 +α44tw+ µ12 

 

(2) 

Payoff function of Lag vehicle 
 

Payoff functions of lag vehicle do not differ in MLC or DLC situations. During lane changing 

process, lag vehicle has three actions. When target vehicle is changing lane and lag vehicle is 

accelerating or decelerating, then lag vehicle evaluates the acceleration of itself for preventing 

collision and acceleration of target vehicle. However, when lag vehicle keeps its current speed, the 

acceleration of target vehicle is evaluated. In the case of target vehicle does not change lane and 

lag vehicle accelerating or decelerating, lag vehicle evaluates the acceleration of itself, but when 

lag vehicle keeps its current speed, a constant parameter and unobserved variables are considered 

in the payoff function. Below is the formulation of lag vehicle’s payoff functions. Mij and Dij are 

payoffs of lag vehicle in MLC and DLC situations respectively. All other variables were explained 

in previous section. 

 

M11 or D11= α45+ α46At+α47Al+ µ13 

M21 or D21= α48+ α49At+α50Al +µ14  

M31 or D31= α51+α52At+µ15 

M12 or D12= α53+ α54Al+ µ16 

M22 or D22= α55+ α56Al +µ17 

M32 or D32= α57+µ18 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This study proposes a model of mandatory and discretionary lane changing behavior in one 

framework. Authors introduce a methodological approach for modeling lane changing behavior in 

a more logical and realistic manner. Target vehicle is aware of state of nature. The target vehicle 

decides whether to change lane or wait for another acceptable gap. Then lag vehicle also decides 

to accelerate (for closing the gap), decelerate (for cooperation) and keeping its current speed. In 
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this game, lag vehicle tries to minimize speed variation with subject to safety constraints, while 

target vehicle aims to minimize the time spent in its current lane as well as gaining speed and 

considering safety constraints. Based on these goals, payoff functions of target and lag vehicles 

are determined. 

 

This research attempts to improve the existing lane changing models and make it closer to reality 

of lane changing process by considering merging scenario as MLC, traffic congestion of current 

and target lanes and also different payoff functions for MLC and DLC situations. However, some 

shortcoming still exists such as considering lead vehicle as a player or assuming more actions for 

specially lag vehicle which is left for future work. Another improvement to this model (one shot 

game) is to consider continuous game theory application for modeling lane changing behavior and 

define multiple games for this behavior. As a promising future research direction, by collecting 

GPS data from public transit systems, and ride-sourcing platforms several parameters of the model 

developed in this study can be estimated through machine learning algorithm [9], [10]. 
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